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Summer Edition!

Headteacher’s Report

Welcome everyone to the Summer Edition of the Castlecroft Newsletter. As
always the reports are all written by the children and hopefully gives you a „child‟s
eye‟ view of the many exciting events that have taken place during this term.
As I write this report we are only 3 days away from the end of term that will signal some huge
changes to Castlecroft.
First of all our Year 6 children will be leaving us and moving on to their new schools. They have
been an excellent year who have worked terrifically hard and been excellent role models for our
younger pupils in school. They leave with our very best wishes.
Summer will also see a considerable staffing change. Ms Blakey will be retiring and Mrs Wright
has been successful in gaining a promotion at another school. We are planning a special send
off for both of them and wish them much happiness in their new ventures.
It is a very exciting time for Mrs Shaw and Miss Weston who will be taking a period of maternity
leave next year and we are all eager to meet their new arrivals.
During this week our new teachers Miss Bradshaw, Miss Bricknell, Miss MacFarland and
Miss Manning have spent time meeting the children, staff and parents and preparing themselves
for September. They have made a great start and are already becoming part of the team.
Over the Summer holidays our long awaited playground development will begin and, once
finished, will provide an greater variety of play options for the children. The PTA have also been
fundraising for over a year now to add to the playground development and I am sure the
children are going to love the changes we have planned.
We are also having the car park redeveloped to increase the number of spaces available as well
as two pickup/drop off bays out side school which will hopefully ease some of the traffic
congestion at the start and end of the school day.
As a school community we have been raising funds to be spent on exciting things for the children in school. The amazing members of the PTA have raised just short of £2000 from the school
fair and raffle alone and the children raised £750 from taking part in the sponsored walk.
Thank you to everyone for all their hard work and generosity.
A final thank you to all of our parents for all of your support during this year. I wish you all a
fabulous Summer break and I look forward with much excitement to the next academic year.
Mr A Dyall

What a Surprize!
By Harry Docherty-Hutchings
Today is Monday after the holidays which means SATS work
-yuk! However when I walked into the classroom, I was
amazed as I looked around…
It had got turned into an American diner: not a book in sight,
not even the little ones, everything was gone! At first I thought I was dreaming (but I wasn‟t!)
Then Mrs Birbeck played us Year 6‟s some old 50‟s music and showed us some videos of their
dances.
I felt a bit bad for the ladies because they were being thrown about! Even though the music
wasn‟t pop or rock it was actually quite good.
Mrs Birbeck is letting us try some of the Rock-n-roll dancing. Luckily it‟s some of the less
dangerous 50‟s dances! I‟m finding it incredibly hard not to mess up. I have to dance with a girl
which I‟m not happy or unhappy about, just in the middle as I‟ve never done that before! As I
was dancing I accidentally stood on her toes!
Oh yeah I nearly forgot about the classroom. There‟s a huge poster which has rock-n-roll and an
old fashioned car on it. Then at the back of the room there‟s New York pictures and vinyl discs
and a juke box so that when Year 6 are quiet working (which is quite rare for us) we can listen to
one of the discs. There are also tables like booths and sauce bottles and menus.
Adam Fellows thought the Rock-n-roll was awesome and fun, especially the dancing which tired
us out! “I would recommend it to anyone to try!”
“All in all, that day was one of the memories that I‟m always going to remember about
Castlecroft, it was one of the best days of my school-life!” said Jeevan Sanghera.

Girl’s Football Match
By Freya Baggs
12th

On Tuesday
April, 9 girls from Year 5 went to play a 5-a-side football tournament. The girls were
split into two teams. Team A: Freya Baggs, Imogen Gage, Daisy Caine and the goalie was
Aliyah Bernard. Team B: Kunashe Muzona, Renai Campbell, Alex Swaine and Millie Baggs.
Each team had 6 matches to play so a total of 12 matches altogether. Millie Baggs made an
outstanding performance by taking on 3 of the opposition who were trying to tackle her! Adding to
that Jessica scored 2 amazing goals in less than 5 minutes and Daisy scored 3 in another game.

Sports Festival
By Holly Hastings and Bethany McEwen
Year 3 travelled to Aldersley Stadium on Tuesday 19th April to take part in WV Active. On our
arrival we went to the main Sports Hall where we were split into different groups and took part in
many different types of sports, like M Ball, Volley Ball and Touch the Cones.
While we were having a break for a drink, we looked over a metal fence and saw some elderly
women playing badminton, which looked a lot of fun.
After our drinks break we went back to doing some more sports, we did Under-Over, Target
Throwing and Bouncy Ball, along with lots of other games.
There were about 300 people at Aldersley Stadium including children from Bhylls Acre, Merridale
and Uplands Primary Schools along with our school.
At the end of the session the organiser talked to us for about 10 minutes about the importance of
keeping fit and he gave us all certificates.
We returned back to school in time for lunch after having a lot of fun at Aldersley.

Monday Marvels
By Heidi-Lee Booth and Lydia Smith
Last Term a group of Year 3 children were involved in a club called Chatterbooks, we met every
Monday after school for 10 weeks. We read all different types of books and did lots of fun activities.
Every week we looked at a different theme, our favourite book was „The Demon Headmaster‟ by
Gillian Cross which we read when our theme was „Alien Invasion‟; it was really cool but a bit scary.
We had to choose a name for our group and after a few weeks of discussion we eventually chose
the great name „Monday Marvels‟.
If you ever get the chance to be involved in the Chatterbooks Club, I‟m sure you will love the group
just like we did. It was amazing!
We also had a visit from a librarian who told us all about how to use a library and she also
encouraged us to join our local library. All you have to do to join is fill out a form and take it to
your nearest library where they will give you a library card and then you will be able to take up to
10 books home with no charge. You can also do free photocopies at the library.
The following week, Year 3 walked in small groups to Finchfield library. A lady called Elisabeth met
us in the Children‟s library and showed us all the books in this section and what order they are
put on the shelves.
We then did some puzzles that Elisabeth gave us along with a pencil and a bookmark to keep. The
children who had a library card could choose a book, issue it on the self-scan machine and then
we were allowed to take it home for up to four weeks.
We really enjoyed the trip to the library and we look forward to visiting it again and again and
again and being able to read lots of books.

Year 5 Bikeabiltity
By Renai Campbell
Year 5 took part in their Bikeability training Stage 1 on Wednesday 18 th
April. First we did the very basics in cycling, we went around the
playground, and then our instructor told us about the
A.B.C. check.
The A.B.C. check is A is air in your tyres. B is for brakes
and C stands for chain. So before you even start riding
your bike, you must check that everything is working properly.
After checking everything, you are ready to go.
We also did circuits around the playground, using different colours to do different
actions. Orange was to show which direction you wanted to go, blue was to go and
white was to stop.
So after a few circuits we got into teams and raced against each other.
The afternoon was great fun and everyone enjoyed the experience and hopefully we are all safer riders.

Year 6 Bikeability Training
By Alya Al-Sheik and Chloe Edwards
On Wednesday 20th, Thursday 21st and Friday 22nd April, Year 6 took part in Bikeability on the
roads around the school. We had a lot of fun learning new things about our bikes and being safe on
the roads. We learnt the M check, secondary position and primary position, ABC check, U-turns and
many more useful things to do with our bikes and our safety.
Year 6 did amazingly during the days of Bikeability training and they listened really well.
We appreciated all the help and information from the instructors, we now can cycle safely on our
bikes. We have learnt skill we will use for a long time.

Up and Downs Day
On Monday 21st March Nursery took part in Up and Downs Day by wearing silly socks and donating
money to the charity.
Up and Downs is a parent led charity seeking support and enabling children and young people with
Down‟s Syndrome to enjoy happy, healthy and fulfilling lives. The charity provides support to families
with children who have Down‟s Syndrome. They meet other families on a monthly basis with similar
situations for support and friendship from each other. Nursery children brought in a £1 and
received an „Up and Downs‟ badge and together with parents and staff of Castlecroft, a grand total of
£80 was raised. It is a charity close to Nursery‟s heart.
James Bolus remembers wearing his golden trophy socks which are very colourful and stripy. His
badge has been put in a safe place at home by mummy. “Where the dogs can‟t find it!”

Our Spring Fair for the Guide Dogs Charity
By Amillia and Izzabella Croft-Cook
We held a Spring Fair in our front garden because we wanted to raise
some money for the Guide Dogs.
Izzy made lots of different crafts to sell like worry dolls and strawberry
crayons, “I made the crayons by melting old crayons and setting them in
strawberry cases, they smelt like yummy strawberries.”
“We tried the crayons out by drawing a picture of the Queen to see if they
worked, and they did!”
Izzy also had a game called „Guess the Dog‟
“I had a long list of names for the Fire Dog and the person who picked the correct name, won the
dog. The correct name was actually, Pencil.”
Amillia had a „Make-up‟ stall where she gave people glitter tattoos and painted their nails.
“I tried to colour people‟s hair but unfortunately it didn‟t work very well.”
Our Mum sold books and homemade cakes and honey on toast, which
was delicious.
We had given lots of invites to people who we knew, letting them know
about the fair. So we had lots of friends come on the Saturday to our fair.
The Fair started very calm, then we were very busy and at the end it
calmed down again.
When we added all our money together we had raised £42.24.
It was a lot of hard work but it was really good fun doing the stalls. It
was all worth it as we raised a lot of money for the Guide Dogs.

Charity Day
By Olivia McEwen and Milly Wedge
On Friday 6th May we wore our own clothes because we were raising money for the Guide Dogs for
the Blind charity.
We had an assembly with Mr Dyall who told us all about the puppies
that our school are sponsoring and also about the fun day we were
going to have doing the blind trail around the school field.
When it was our turn to do the trail we got into pairs, one was
blind-folded and the other partner was the leader, it was like being a
guide dog. When you wore the blind-fold, even though your eyes were
open you still couldn‟t see anything, it was
really dark.
We went around the field feeling a piece of
string; we also had to feel around a tree
which felt very weird when you couldn‟t see
it. We were worried when we had to go into a
tunnel; it was scary as we knew it was dark.
We also went over a bridge which made our
legs feel funny.
Some Year 5 and 6 children helped us
around the trail which was good as we might
have banged into something.
It was a really fun day but we really wouldn‟t
like to be blind all the time.
We raised a total of £211 and when we added Amillia and Izzabella‟s money we had a final total of
£253.24 to help look after and train our sponsored puppies, Ava, Zeb and Yasmin.

Dogs Trust
By Ethan Cheshire
On Friday 13th May, Year 1 and 2 had a visit from the Dogs
Trust. The lady‟s name was Alison and the dog, who was a
Patterdale Terrier, was called Bertie. Alison played lots of
games like guessing what a dog needed and stroking Bertie
carefully. We thought that it was nice of Alison to give up
her time to come and visit. To say thank you we wrote a
letter and sent a £10 cheque to the Dogs Trust.

Nursery Visit to Kingswood
Morning and Afternoon Nursery visited Kingswood Activity Centre on Friday 20th and Wednesday
25th May. The children were introduced to a wide variety of wildlife and activities linked to their
Mini Beast Topic. They experienced the Wildlife Treasure Trail, pond dipping, the rope swing
along with much more fun throughout the day.
Isaac Pitt‟s favourite activity was climbing the trees and Mia Edwards remembers finding newts
in the pond.
“I catched bettles when I was fishing, I catched 2!” said Harry Jackson when he was thinking
about his day at Kingswood.
Aliyah Clacken played in the soft play area and got buried under all the shapes and she loved
going on the swing and pushing her friends.
Willow Dixon remembers making a cake out of clay and travelling on a bus.

Visit to see Jeremy Strong
By Elliana Rhodes
On Thursday 26th May Kiera, Izzy, Charlie, Dhru, Jobe, Lola, Ella
and me (Elliana) went to Wolverhampton Grammar School to meet
the author Jeremy Strong, who has written a lot of funny books.
The girls went in Mr Dyall‟s car and the boys travelled with Mrs Dutton in her
car. When we arrived at the school we were all really excited, the Grammar
school is massive. We met in the car park, ready to go inside.
When we went into the huge sports hall we could see a lot of the children from
other schools already buying their books or waiting for Jeremy Strong to start his talk.
We all sat on the mats on the floor in the middle of the hall waiting for Jeremy to speak. Suddenly
the children went quiet and Jeremy started to talk. He told us lots of
information about writing his books and also told us some really funny
jokes, which made us all laugh!
We were allowed to ask questions, some were very bizarre, but Jeremy
answered them all as best he could.
When he had finished talking we bought our books, then joined a really,
really long queue to get our books signed by Jeremy.
The organiser asked us if we wanted to get a drink and snack because we
were close to the back of the queue.
After a drink and a few biscuits we realised that the queue was even
longer, so we were worried that we might not get our books signed. But when we joined the back of
the queue, the organiser kindly moved us to the front, so our books were signed. Phew!
It was an amazing experience, meeting an author!!

Visit to France
By William Smith
Some Year 6 and 5 children got on a coach outside Smestow School at 1.15am on Monday 23 rd
May on their way to the ferry at New Haven to get to France. We were all very excited to be going to
France and not school!
After a long coach journey and many little sleeps and stops to swap over the drivers, we arrived at
the ferry port at New Haven to get on the ferry. It was hard to find our seats when we got on the
ferry, we were also a little bit squished as people kept getting up and moving around. We travelled
to Le Havre where we got back on the coach. We eventually arrived at the campsite at 6.30pm,
unloaded all of our luggage and took it into our allocated tents and unpacked our pyjamas. After
our evening meal we had a little run around, got ready for bed and had a photograph taken in our
onesies. There were 3 Gorilla onesies. What are the chances?
The next day we woke to lovely weather but the grass was very wet from the morning dew. After
breakfast we were split into 2 groups, Group 1 did Rock-climbing and Group 2 did Raft-building.
I was in the group doing raft building. Before we started we first put on life jackets and safety
helmets and did some warm up exercises which were really hard. We designed our raft on a small
scale first, and then made the full sized raft. After we had built the raft, we put it on the water to
see if it would float with us all sat on top of it . We sang songs while we were floating around on
our rafts. Ours was really successful.
On Tuesday afternoon, in our groups we did Night-Line and Fencing. Our group did fencing first,
then we swapped over. For fencing we had to first put on our protective gear which consisted of a
helmet and a padded vest, which had an area marked on it where we had to hit with the sword.
The instructors showed us some moves and how to lunge and hit the spot with our sword. We
competed against each other until there was only one person left who became the champion.
We also played another game where we had to „Sacrifice the King‟, the king was an instructor who
had guards to protect him, but our group managed to kill the king then we swapped roles.
We then changed over to do Night-Line, we put on goggles so we couldn‟t see anything, we took our
shoes off and the instructors threw them all over the field and we had to find them by smell,
eventually we all found our shoes.
Then we were tied together by a long rope and put our hands on the shoulders of the person in
front of us. The naughty instructors filled buckets with water and threw them over us, as well as
spraying us with hoses. The water was Freeeeezing!!
We also did an assault course by feeling our way along a rope. It was very difficult getting round all
the obstacles and trying not to get wet.
After our full day of activities we had a yummy dinner and then went to the beach to have a walk,
collect shells and write our names in the sand.

Wednesday we woke to another lovely day and fabulous breakfast, today we were sight-seeing.
First we visited the 360‟ cinema at Arromanches, it was all about World War II and the D-Day
landings. The cinema did make me feel dizzy but it was really interesting, we had a walk around
the town and then walked up a hill to have our lunch. After lunch we went back into the town and
got ourselves an ice-cream, we had to ask for it in French which was a bit embarrassing but at
least I got 4 scoops of my favourite flavours, vanilla, chocolate, mint choc and bubble gum. We
spent the rest of our time shopping, buying gifts to take home to our families.
We then went to Bayeux Cemetery to look at all the graves of the soldiers who had been killed in
the Normandy landings. It was a very moving experience.
We got back to the camp exhausted! Had our evening meal and did archery, after putting on our
protective arm guard we had 3 arrows to hit the target. My arrows all hit the ground and not the
target!
Thursday was our last full day on the camp, group 1 did raft-building while we did rock-climbing.
We first put on our harnesses and helmets and did some games to get used to having the harnesses
on. One game was where you had to climb up rocks to get clips, whoever got the most, won the
game.
The instructors told us how to do rock climbing safely and showed us moves like waterfall and
silver shuffle. Rock climbing was difficult and not something I would want to do regularly. You just
had to try your best and climb the highest you could.
After lunch we got ready for High Ropes, again we had to wear helmets and harnesses. First we did
the Flying Kiwi which is where you run and are pulled up into the air and then you are spun round
very quickly. When I ran up I fell back on to the ground and the instructor said “Sorry Will, I wasn‟t
listening!” in a jokey way, it was really funny! We also did Fan Descender which is where you climb
up the very high pole and then jump off a platform at the top.
Some children managed to do the Leap of Faith but thunder and lightning appeared in the sky,
some of the others were quite frightened and ran rampaging into their tents to shelter from the
rain.
That night after eating our delicious meal we had a piece of birthday cake and ice-cream with
chocolate sauce to celebrate Rebecca‟s birthday.
Due to the rain we had our campfire inside the main tent, we were asked to bring our torches from
our tents and we pretended it was fire. We played some games and had to do dares, it was really
funny watching the instructors make fools of themselves. Ollie, one of the instructors got dunked in
slush. Sadly we all had to eventually go to bed for the last time in our tent but at least we got our
marshmallows, even if they weren‟t toasted on the campfire!
Friday morning was an early start for us, we had to get all our clothes and sleeping bags together to
be loaded on to the coach but before we left we had a real treat, pancakes and fruit followed by
some tearful goodbyes to the fantastic instructors. We didn‟t want to leave.
After another long coach and ferry journey we arrived in England and had a Burger King, which
was very tasty.
We arrived back at Smestow School just before midnight to be greeted by our happy families. It was
good to be back but we had had such a great time in France we were also a bit sad to be home.
A BIG thanks to all the staff who took us on the trip, it was very kind of them to leave their own
families to allow us to have such a fantastic experience.
I personally will never forget the time I spent in France with Castlecroft.

Football Fever
By Jayda-Shay Rose
Football Fever swept through Castlecroft Primary along with the rest of
England on Thursday 16th June as we had the chance to watch the
England v Wales football match at school. I was very excited to be able to
watch the game as my second cousin, Danny Rose was playing for the
England team in the number 3 position. We were allowed to wear our
football tops to school, I wore my England top that has the
number 3 on it with the name Rose above it.
It was a very thrilling match, ending in a final of 2-1 to England.

Panteinion Hall
By Izabella Downes, Emily Gurney, Ella Sandland and Emma Sumner
On Wednesday 22nd June Year 4 left school in 3 minibuses to go to Pateinion Hall, Fairbourne in North
Wales, for 3 days. The journey took us 2 and half hours to arrive at Panteinion Hall. On our arrival we
went upstairs to unpack, feeling very excited about all the activities we would be doing but we were
also very tired from the long journey.
Group 1 did pony trekking first, while group 2 went on to the beach and did rock-pooling. Some
children caught tiny sea creatures like crabs, shrimps and small fish.
When we got back to the hall we had a lovely 3 course dinner and then set off on a sunset walk to the
Blue Lake. We walked up a steep hill which was really difficult and tiring, we went through a dark, wet
tunnel. Finally we saw the lake which looked like a crystal. We walked back to the hall and had an
evening drink and biscuit.
Some children got to sleep earlier than others!!
Next day we woke up bright and early considering our late night.
After a delicious 3 course breakfast we travelled to a local slate mine in Llanfair, which was a bit scary
and very cold. Inside the mine the temperature stays at 10‟c all year round.
We then went to a Petting Zoo where we stroked and cuddled rabbits, there was a really fluffy rabbit
called Hairy Harry. We also fed the goats, lambs and calves. We played on the Go-Karts and sprayed
the water guns at targets. After lunch we visited the gift shop. We then went to the beach at
Fairbourne where we played games and splashed in the warm sea which was a lot of fun. Then we had
ice-creams. Yummy!
After a shower at the hall we went to a disco. The music wasn‟t very loud but the evening was great
fun. We slept much better that night.
Waking up on Friday morning we were sad to be leaving but also happy to be seeing our parents again.
After another 3 course breakfast we finished packing and loaded our bags on to the transit van.
We went to the beach for one last time but because the tide was in we couldn‟t go on to the sand, so
we had to sit on the rocks to have our lunch. It was really windy so we had to keep catching our plastic
bags and crisp packets as they blew away in the wind. The seagulls were also a bit of a pain, trying to
pinch our lunch. We had another visit to a different gift shop to buy presents for our families.
We eventually arrived back to school at 3.18pm to be greeted by our happy and some tearful parents.
Our visit to Panteinion Hall was very enjoyable and also a fabulous experience.

The School Orchestra
By Holly Hastings, Bethany McEwen and Amy Skitt
On Monday 27th June everyone who plays an instrument at Castlecroft
got to play in the school orchestra. We put on an assembly for the rest
of the school and relatives. We played the violin which we really like
playing and practising regularly.
There were a lot of children in the orchestra playing lots of different
instruments and when we played together we sounded amazing.
Performing in the assembly was a bit scary; Holly was shaking with
nerves but did enjoy the experience. Even though we got lost in some of
the songs we could hide behind our violins and we were soon able to
catch up with the others.
We enjoyed being involved in the assembly and look forward to our next performance.

Sponsored Walk
By Tior Hall-Palmer and Abigail Regan
On Friday the 1st of July, everybody in Castlecroft took part in a sponsored
walk around the school grounds. We all had a really good time,
(especially when it started to rain.) Raising money for the school and
having great fun at the same time is always good.
We raised a grand total of £750.

Express and Star Competition
By Elliana Rhodes
Ms Blakey asked all of Year 4 to enter a competition which was being run by the
Express and Star newspaper, to design an advertisement for local
companies. The company we were given was FBC Manby Bowdler, a law firm.
I actually found out that my design had been chosen when my Mum showed me
my design printed in the newspaper.
I was really surprised to see my design but was very happy indeed.
On Thursday 30th June, after school, I went to the Grand Theatre for a
presentation. There were 25 children including me, all from different
schools, whose designs had also been selected.
We were shown to our seat and the lady who was doing the main talking
on stage, called us all up individually to receive a certificate, our original
designs and a cheque for £50 for our school funds.
I was extremely happy to have been chosen as I really enjoyed creating
my design.

City Athletics
By Imogen Gage, Callum Stone and Molly Watson
A selection of our athletics team went to Aldersley Stadium on Thursday 7th July to compete in the
City Athletics heats.
Individually we all entered events including long jump, track races, high jump and shot-put throwing.
We all achieved good finishing positions and were lucky enough to get through to the City Finals.
On Thursday 14th July everyone from our athletic team who entered last week in the heats went to the
City Finals.
The events that we entered were; the boys‟ and girls‟ high jump, the girls‟ long jump, the boys‟ 80m,
150m, 800m and the relay. The girls‟ 80m, 300m, 600m and the girl‟s relay.
As a team we were awarded 4 silvers and a gold medal.
It was a fantastic experience but also a very friendly one being part of the City Athletics as everyone
was encouraging each other before each event and really proud of all our performances.

Summer Term
Week beginning:18th April 2016

Year group with
the highest
attendance
Year 2

25th April 2016

Year 1

98.7%

2nd May 2016

Year 1

99.2%

9th May 2016

Year 6

99.3%

16th May 2016

Year 4

99.7%

23rd May 2016

Reception

99%

6th May 2016

Year 4

99.6%

13th May 2016

Year 4

99.1%

20th June 2016

Year 4

100%

27th June 2016

Year 1

98%

4th July 2016

Year 1

97.7%

11th July 2016

Year 2

96.7%

% Attendance
100%

Attendance
Congratulations to the following classes for
their excellent attendance, winning the
weekly attendance challenge. This year has
seen the level of attendance across the
school, rise. Thank you for your help in
getting your children to school on time,
ready for the day ahead.

Wishing you all a wonderful and
relaxing Summer break. See you
back on Wednesday 7th September.

